New Bern Avenue Corridor

The Wake BRT: New Bern Avenue corridor connects downtown Raleigh with Wake Med and New Hope Road. Final design for the corridor is underway! Provide your input on it's design by taking the New Bern Avenue online survey available on the Virtual Open House website from April 26 through May 21, 2021! raleighnc.gov/brt-open-house

Artist-in-Residence Program

Artist-in-Residence Dare Coulter is working with the community to create conceptual ideas and inspiration for art integration into the BRT program. Help develop future artwork along the corridor by taking one of the online surveys.

raleighnc.gov/brt-open-house
Contact: Mila Vega at mila.vega@raleighnc.gov or (919) 996-4123
Station Design

Wake BRT stations will be easy to recognize and well lit, with enhanced amenities and service such as level boarding and real-time arrival information. You can provide your feedback on station design by taking any one of the online surveys!

Branding

During the fall 2020 branding survey, the public and stakeholders were supportive of continuing the existing “GO” brand for Wake BRT. As a result, the project team developed new “Go” branding concepts, including new colors and logo elements. Below are the six logo elements being considered. Help us decide on a branding logo by answering the branding survey questions, which can be found in any of the online surveys.

Conceptual rendering of a Wake BRT station